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INTRODUCTION
The binding of three pairwise resonantly interacting
particles into three-body states, today often termed
the Efimov effect, is a prime example for the emergence of universality in quantum few-body systems
[1–3]. It is characterized by its extraordinary properties, one of which is the existence of an infinite
number of bound three-body states (Efimov states)
even when the underlying two-body interactions are
not sufficiently strong to support a single bound
two-body state. Therefore, exactly as the three Borromean rings would fall apart, if only a single one was
removed, the whole three-body system disintegrates
as soon as one particle is missing. The Efimov trimer
energies and their overall spatial extent are following
a geometrical progression, a discrete scaling law, that
is governed solely by the quantum statistics, masses
and number of resonant pairwise interactions.
The important role of the Efimov effect in modern quantum mechanics is based on its predicted
universal behavior for three-body systems with
different microscopic details. The interaction between a pair of particles in the low-energy limit is

described by the two-body s-wave scattering length
a. Whenever its magnitude significantly exceeds
the characteristic range of interparticle interactions
r0 , the two-body wavefunction greatly extends into
the classically forbidden region, where the pairwise
potentials cease to exist. Thus, the specific details
of the individual potential become irrelevant, giving
rise to universal bound state energies close to the
scattering threshold and halo wavefunctions, both of
which are governed by the sole parameter a—a single length scale that characterizes the entire system.
The two-body universality directly transfers to the
three-body realm, where it takes the form of the Efimov effect. It manifests for any system resonantly interacting via short-range forces alike, independent if
it is the van der Waals force between atoms or the
strong force between nucleons [4–7].
The Efimov effect and universal three-body problems can often be found in various areas of modern physics. Triatomic helium, 4 He3 , was the very
first system, for which the existence of Efimov states
was suggested [8,9]. Because of the accidental finetuning by nature, the scattering length between two
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1 Physikalisches

The Efimov scenario is a universal three-body effect addressing many areas of modern quantum physics. It
plays an important role in the transition between few- and many-body physics and has enabled important
breakthroughs in the understanding of the universal few-body theory. We review the basic concepts of the
Efimov scenario with specific emphasis on the similarities and differences between homonuclear and
heteronuclear systems. In the latter scenario, the existence of a second, independently tunable interaction
parameter enables novel few-body phenomena that are universal and have no counterexamples in the
homonuclear case. We discuss recent experimental approaches using ultracold atomic gases with
magnetically tunable interactions and elucidate the role of short-range interactions in the emergence of
universal and non-universal behavior.
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also the reason why they were first demonstrated
in ultracold atoms only in 2006 [25], more than
thirty years after the initial proposal. This seminal achievement, where an Efimov state was observed at a crossing with the three-body dissociation
(0)
threshold for scattering length a − , reminiscent to
level crossing spectroscopy from atomic and molecular physics, established measurements of threebody recombination rates [26–28] as a standard tool
for probing the Efimov scenario. Only afterwards
more direct methods such as trimer photoassociation with radio-frequency photons [29–31] or formation of He trimers in a supersonic expansion [11],
were able to investigate the three-body energy spectra beyond zero energy. Several excellent reviews
[5,7,32–37] extensively cover most of these topics
for ultracold gases.
An even richer form of the Efimov scenario
emerges in a three-body system that is composed
of two identical bosonic particles and a third one
that is different. In such heteronuclear systems, only
40 87
K- Rb [38,39], 41 K-87 Rb [40,41], 7 Li-87 Rb [42]
and 6 Li-133 Cs [43–46] mixtures have been investigated so far, with varying success [38,47,48]. Except
for the latter, only ground state Efimov resonances
(a < 0) have been observed, since the large scaling
factors and high temperatures make the observation
of excited features complicated. Direct investigation
of the universal scaling has been possible only for
the Li-Cs mixture, where three consecutive features
have been observed that display both universal and
non-universal behavior.
A wealth of few- and many-body topics, to which
the Efimov scenario is one of the most fundamental
building blocks, is reflected in many recent reviews
in this area [5–7,32–37,49]. We will focus on the
three-body system of two indistinguishable bosons
and one distinguishable particle, as this combination
of particles, while in some aspects similar to three
alike bosons, represents the most simple heteronuclear system at the next level of complexity. This extension already leads to rich three-body physics that
contain phenomena, which have no counterexamples in the homonuclear case. Furthermore, recent
experiments in ultracold gases have exclusively investigated exactly such systems, partly still restricted
by the limited knowledge and technological means
in fully controlling interactions and all degrees of
freedom in quantum systems that are consisting of
three very different particles. In view of broad coverage, this review shortly reiterates the fundamental
principles and discusses experimental signatures of
three-body scenarios that are basic requirements in
the quest towards understanding the heteronuclear
Efimov effect. We also address further intriguing
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identical 4 He atoms is a = 90.4 Å (1 Å= 0.1 nm),
while the extension of the van der Waals force is only
around 5 Å [10]. Thus, the helium potential supports a single two-body state, and two bound threebody states, of which the higher lying one is located
well in the Efimovian regime. Recently, the excited
4
He3 was produced in a seminal experiment [11],
excellently aligning with the long-established predictions from the few-body theories and previous experiments. Observation of a universal 4 He4 tetramer
might also be within reach [12].
Halo nuclei are the most prototypical examples
of universality in nuclear physics [13–16]. The nuclei of 11 Be or 6 He and 11 Li, where a compact core
of nucleons is surrounded by one or two loosely
bound neutrons, respectively, are major archetypes
for studies of universal properties in two- and threebody systems that are composed of different particles. The existence of Efimov trimer states has been
speculated in many isotopes [15,17,18], most recently in 22 C [19], the heaviest observed Borromean
nucleus so far [20], and 60 Ca [21], in this way challenging the experimentalists and the present understanding of nuclear behavior in extreme conditions
along the neutron drip line [22]. Studies of these
and similar systems can have deep consequences not
only for nuclear physics and astronomy, but also the
potential to reveal new phenomena and three-body
effects that are applicable in other fields as well.
The exploration of three-body problems and the
Efimov scenario in ultracold gases has initially been
motivated by two interconnected aspects. First, the
three-body recombination in dilute atomic gases was
seen as undesirable loss mechanism limiting the lifetime and stability of these strongly interacting quantum systems. Thus, understanding such processes
and finding handles to control them was considered
necessary in order to produce large and long-lived
many-body systems. Second, it was realized that
Feshbach resonances [23,24], which enable the tuning of scattering length by simply exposing the gas
of ultracold atoms to an external magnetic field, can
be employed to manipulate the two-body interaction from infinite repulsion to attraction, thus, offering unique opportunities in the research of universal and Efimov physics. With the help of such
scattering resonances, the interactions governing the
quantum behavior of ultracold systems could be
manipulated in a well-controlled manner, therefore,
providing experimentalists not only with well-suited
experimental observables for testing few-body scenarios, but also a control knob for exploring strongly
interacting regimes.
The experimental realization of Efimov states and
with them related physics is challenging, which is
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Table 1. Dispersion coefficients C6 (taken from [50]), van der Waals radii rvdW and energies EvdW , and thermal de-Broglie
wavelengths dB for temperatures of 1 μK and 100 nK for a few of typical alkaline metal mixtures.
System

C6 (au)

rvdW (a0 )

EvdW (MHz)

dB (a0 ) (1 μK)

dB (a0 ) (100 nK)

K-Rb
Li-Rb
Li-Cs

4274
2545
3065

72
44
45

13
143
156

6000
13000
14000

20000
41000
43000

questions, for example, the transition between universal and non-universal physics, where individual
details of interaction potentials matter, and discuss
experiments on mixtures of ultracold quantum gases,
that during the last decade have been the major test
bed for exploring the exciting few-body world.

Two-body scattering at low energies
The scattering theory for two particles, interacting with a pairwise potential V (r), can be found
in standard quantum mechanics text books [51].
The Schrödinger equation is solved for an incoming plane wave with wave number k and a scattered
wave in the partial wave expansion. If the potential is
isotropic and for low energies, where the de Broglie
wavelength dB = 2π /k is larger than the range r0
of the potential, only the zero angular momentum
(l = 0) partial wave is important (s-wave scattering).
The scattering phase shift δ 0 (k) between the incoming and scattered wave comprises the relevant effect
of the interaction potential on the collision. In the
zero-energy limit (k → 0), δ 0 (k) can be expanded
in powers of k2 in the so-called effective range
expansion
k cot δ0 (k) = −

1 1 2
+ r ek ,
a
2

(1)

where a is the scattering length and re the effective
range. The collision is indistinguishable from one
that is based on a contact interaction for low particle momenta, where re k < 1 and the scattering process can be solely described by the s-wave scattering
length a.
The interaction between two atoms is given by
the Born–Oppenheimer (BO) molecular potentials.
For distances that exceed the size of the individual
electron clouds of each atom, the potential is attractive and displays the van der Waals (vdW) form
V (r ) = −

C6
,
r6

(2)

where r is the distance between the two nuclei, and
the dispersion coefficient C6 depends on the de-

Natural energy and length scales in ultracold
atom scattering
The van der Waals behavior of the molecular interaction potential allows one to introduce the characteristic length and energy scales rvdW and EvdW , respectively, which read [23]
r vdW

1
=
2



2μC 6
2

1/4
(3)

and
E vdW =

2
2 ,
2μr vdW

(4)

where μ is the two-body reduced mass and  the
reduced Planck constant. For ultracold binary collisions of neutral atoms, the vdW scales determine
the threshold between the short-range (r < rvdW )
and long-range (r > rvdW ) behavior of the two-body
potential. In the case of a general two-body system, this parameter is typically denoted by r0 , since
other forces may create the short-range potentials.
The short-range region is dominated by fast oscillations of the scattering wavefunction because the local wavenumber becomes large in comparison to the
asymptotic one. In the long-range region, the wavefunction approaches its asymptotic form that is governed by the de Broglie wavelength of the ultracold
collision, while a bound wavefunction decays exponentially. Any bound two-body state will exhibit spatial extension on the order of or smaller than r0 , with
the only exception of the last s-wave bound state
for the case of the universal halo dimer, for which
a > r0 [23]. We have summarized some of the natural length scales for a few of experimentally employed atom mixtures in Table 1.

Tuning the interactions via Feshbach
resonances
While in nuclear, atomic or molecular systems
the scattering length is fixed by the details of the
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UNIVERSALITY

tails of the electronic configurations and is often
obtained from either ab initio calculations (see for
example [50,52,53]), photoassociation [54] or Feshbach spectroscopy [23,24].
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sion relation [23,56]

a(B ) = a bg 1 −

interaction potential, both its sign and size can be
tuned in ultracold atomic gases by magnetic Feshbach resonances [23]. Therefore, we consider two
molecular potentials: the open or entrance channel
and the closed channel. If the closed channel supports a bound state and the two molecular potentials
have different magnetic moments, the energy difference of the bound state and the scattering state in the
entrance channel can be tuned to zero. Even a small
coupling leads to a large mixing of the two states and
the scattering length diverges. The dependence of a
on the magnetic field B is given by the typical disper-

Figure 2. Dimer binding energy versus magnetic field for
the 843 G Li-Cs Feshbach resonance. The experimental
data (blue crosses) are compared to the universal formula
Eb = 2 /2μa2 (red dashed line) and to a coupled channels calculation (blue solid line). The gray dashed line
and the shaded area represent the resonance position
and its uncertainty. The green squares show the remaining number of Cs atoms from atom loss spectroscopy, and
the arrow indicates the position of an Efimov resonance.
Reprinted from [45], licensed under CC BY 3.0.


,

(5)

where abg is the background scattering length, 
is the width of the resonance and B0 defines the
pole of the Feshbach resonance. This way the scattering length can be tuned from −∞ to ∞. This
behavior is shown in Fig. 1 for the cases of Li-Cs
and Cs-Cs. Due to different molecular potentials,
the specific parameters of a Feshbach resonance depend a lot on the individual two-atom system [23].
This leads to a distinct scattering length landscape
for each combination and overlapping Feshbach
resonances.
Since the scattering length a is an essential quantity in ultracold collision processes, knowledge of its
magnetic field dependence is crucial. As the threebody loss coefficient in the vicinity of Feshbach resonances depends on the scattering length, magneticfield-dependent loss measurements can be used to
quantify the relation a(B). The combination of atom
loss spectroscopy and various theoretical models can
be used to obtain an excellent description of the general resonance spectrum and the resonance parameters [23,57]. At the same time, for large scattering
lengths, it is challenging to quantitatively connect an
increase in three-body loss with an increasing scattering length. In this regime asymmetric broadening
or shifts of the loss maximum with respect to the resonance position can be observed [58–63] (see also
Fig. 2), and a reliable extraction of resonance parameters is complicated.
In order to unambiguously determine the Feshbach resonance parameters, it is favorable to study
the magnetic field dependence of the binding energy of the least-bound molecular state [23,24,64].
Since a Feshbach resonance intrinsically originates
from the coupling of the scattering channel to such a
molecular state, its binding energy Eb in the vicinity
of the resonance is connected to the scattering length
through the relation Eb ∝a−2 [23,65]. Thus, a measurement of the function Eb (B) gives more direct access to the mapping a(B) that is shown in Fig. 2 for
a Li-Cs Feshbach resonance.

THE EFIMOV SCENARIO
The basic morphology of the Efimov scenario as
a function of scattering length for a general threebody system, including the homonuclear as well
as the heteronuclear case, is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The Efimov energy diagram consists of three major
parts. Above the three-body dissociation threshold
(E > 0), the particles are unbound and their energy
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Figure 1. Inter- and intraspecies scattering lengths a and ā
for Li-Cs (red solid line, data taken from [45]) and Cs-Cs (blue
dashed line, data taken from [55]) collisions, respectively, in
their energetically lowest magnetic spin states.
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1/α

n=1

n=0

B
+
BX
Figure 3. Sketch of the heteronuclear Efimov scenario for two identical bosons B and one distinguishable particle X. If the
particle X is identical to B one recovers the homonuclear case. A similar energy level structure manifests for any other system
where the Efimov effect exists. Shown are a few of the deepest bound three-body energy levels as a function of the interspecies scattering length a between particles B and X, while the intraspecies scattering length ā between bosons B is resonant (ā → ∞). Atom-dimer scattering threshold is given by B + BX. The window of universality (dB  |a |  max(r 0 , r¯0 ))
is located between the temperature (blue shaded area) and short-range (red shaded area) dominated regimes, which are
characterized by the de Broglie wavelength dB and the additional length scales r0 and r¯0 of the two-body interaction,
respectively.

spectrum is continuous and largely independent
of the magnetic field or the scattering length. Below the three-body dissociation threshold (E < 0),
the system behaves differently depending on the
sign of the scattering length. For a > 0 the system
supports a weakly bound two-body state, the universal dimer state, while for a < 0 there are no two-body
bound states present. The three-body bound states
that connect the atom-dimer threshold at a > 0 with
the three-body dissociation threshold at a < 0 are
the Efimov states. For systems consisting of atoms,
deeply bound two-body states exist independently

of the scattering length, however, they are not required and they are not part of the Efimov effect. (An
exception is the 4 He2 interaction potential, which
supports only a single bound dimer state, close to the
universal regime.)
The Efimov states exhibit several remarkable
properties, one of them being the discrete scaling
symmetry. They are self-similar under rescaling of
all length scales by a discrete factor λ. Their energy
spectrum at the scattering resonance En , the posi(n)
and a ∗(n) at which each trimer state crosses
tions a −
the three-body dissociation threshold and the
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tential does not perfectly follow the ∝ − R−2 law,
and the scaling factor λn depends on the Efimov period n. As one approaches higher excited states, such
that a → ∞, and the length scales of a and ā can
be separated, the ideal Efimov scenario is recovered
with λ = λn = λn + 1 . The discrete scaling symmetry
in the resonant limit implies that different character(n)
(n)
istic quantities En , a − , and a ∗ are also related to
each other by universal constants [5,37].

atom-dimer threshold, respectively (see Fig. 3), are
described by the discrete scaling laws
E n+1 = λ−2 E n ,
(n+1)

a−

(n)

= λa − ,

a ∗(n+1) = λa ∗(n) ,

(6)

where the scaling factor λ = e π/s 0 is governed by a
single dimensionless parameter s0 , and n is the index
of the Efimov state (for the ground state n = 0). This
is a direct consequence of an attractive ∝ −(s 02 +
1/4)/R 2 hyperspherical potential, where R is the
hyperradius that can be defined as the quadratic
mean of pairwise separations between the three particles [5]. It can support an infinite number of quantized energy levels [66–68], which is also the reason behind the infinite geometrical progression of
the three-body bound states.
In realistic systems and systems with two distinguishable and finite scattering lengths, the scaling
symmetry is not exact, since the hyperspherical po-

Table 2. Universal scaling factors for different mass ratios mB /mX . The scaling factors λ, λ∗ , and λBO are given for two,
three resonant interactions, and the BO approximation, respectively.
System
87 Rb-41 K
2
BBX
23 Na-39 K
2
40 K-87 Rb
2
7 Li-23 Na
2
6 Li-39 K
2
7 Li-87 Rb
2
4 He-87 Rb
2
6 Li-133 Cs
2
6 Li-174 Yb
2

mB /mX
0.47
1
1.69
2.17
3.28
6.48
12.4
21.7
22.1
28.9

λ
350× 103
1986
251
123
36.3
16.2
7.89
4.94
4.88
4.05

λ∗
21.3
22.7
21.6
20.3
16.0
11.6
7.26
4.86
4.80
4.02

λBO
–
–
18 × 103
1641
111
28.9
10.2
5.60
5.52
4.41
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Figure 4. Efimov scaling factor as a function of the mass ratio for a system of two identical bosons B with mass mB and
one distinguishable particle X with mass mX for three (black
solid line) and two (red dashed line) resonant interactions,
and in BO approximation (blue dotted line). Vertical dashed
lines show mass-ratios for a selection of experimentally employed heteronuclear mixtures.

Scaling factor
For a general three-body system the parameter s0
is determined by the mass ratio, number of resonant interactions, and the quantum statistics of the
particles, as the correct symmetry of the scattering wavefunction needs to be imposed. Once these
properties are known, the parameter s0 determines
the entire structure of the Efimov spectrum. Different situations were already discussed by Amado and
Noble [69] and Efimov himself [1–3,70]. In fact, not
every combination of three particles results in the
Efimov effect, however, most of the traditional threebody systems in this respect are extensively reviewed
in [5,36].
For the most recent experiments, a general
system BBX, which consists of two identical bosons
B and a third distinguishable particle X with masses
mB and mX , respectively, is of particular interest. The
corresponding scaling factors are shown in Fig. 4
as a function of the mass ratio mB /mX and given
in Table 2 for typical mixtures. As the mass ratio
is increased the scaling factor decreases, leading
to a denser Efimov energy spectrum. This is beneficial for the experimental observation of several
consecutive Efimov resonances [47,71]. A series of
denser lying features can be observed at higher temperatures, and the requirements for the tunability
of the scattering length, for example, the required
magnetic field stability and width of the employed
Feshbach resonance, can be relaxed in comparison to the homonuclear case. Exactly, this
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deviations from the ∝ − R−2 behavior of the hyperspherical potential and, consequently, modified
trimer energy and recombination resonance spectra, deviating from the discrete scale invariance. This,
however, has not been actively investigated yet, since
the scaling factor itself is large, and therefore the experimental observation of a series of Efimov states is
challenging. It might be feasible in the most recent
experiments with drastically reduced scaling factors
[42–44].

Intraspecies scattering length
The second scattering length that is crucial in a
complete description of the heteronuclear Efimov
effect is the intraspecies scattering length ā between the two identical bosons B. The three-body
energy spectrum as a function of ā also contains
an infinite series of three-body states that are logperiodically spaced with the respective scaling factor
(see Fig. 5). Depending on the number of resonant
interactions (two, if a → ∞ and ā = 0, or three,
if a, ā → ∞), two limiting regimes with different
scaling factors can be distinguished [5,75]. General
considerations suggest that the interaction strength
that separates them can be associated with the
characteristic length scale r¯0 of the two-body interaction between the alike pair of particles. In Fig. 5,
this transition is represented by a step-like behavior around the value 1/r¯0 . Despite the fact that the

Energy
-1/ r0

1/ r0

1/ α

n=2

n=1

n=0

Figure 5. Sketch of a few of the deepest bound energy levels as a function of the intraspecies scattering length ā between
bosons B while a → ∞. The characteristic length scale of the two-body interaction between the bosons is shown by r¯0 . The
region between the blue and red shaded areas is the window of universality as in Fig. 3.
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property enabled the first observation of three
consecutive Efimov features via recombination rate
measurements [46].
Two approaches in calculating λ are the Faddeev
equations [72] and Efimov’s original work [1,2,70]
that are reviewed in [5,36], respectively. The scaling factors can also be calculated from the BO approximation, which takes advantage of the large
mass imbalance [73]. While it delivers a much
more intuitive picture, in the simplest implementation (see for example [37,74]) it does not distinguish between two and three resonant interactions, and the scaling factors strongly deviate
from the more precise models for small mass
ratios. Nevertheless, for larger mass ratios the BO approximation is excellent for estimating characteristic scaling factors and is essentially exact in the limit
mB /mX → ∞.
Depending on the number of resonant interactions in the system, the scaling exponent acquires
one of two distinct values: s0 (corresponding to two
resonant interactions) or s 0∗ (corresponding to three
resonant interactions). The difference between them
increases as the mass ratio is decreased, suggesting
that the scaling factor in systems with intermediate
mass imbalance, for example, LiK2 or LiNa2 , can
take a broad range of values depending on the exact
magnitude of the interaction strength between the
two like particles. Furthermore, the limit R/a → ∞
is not strictly justified anymore, which leads to
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transition between these regimes is an intriguing
topic [76], it has not been studied in detail so far.
Systematic investigation of the heteronuclear Efimov scenario, especially its dependence on the intraspecies scattering length ā , is an interesting future
research topic.

THREE-BODY PARAMETER AND VAN
DER WAALS INTERACTIONS
Figure 6. Sketch of the long-range BO potential (green solid
line) between two heavy bosons B as a function of their separation R in the presence of a light atom X. The long-range
part (red solid line) with scaling ∝ − R−2 is originating from
the interaction with X, while the short-range part (blue solid
line) is dominated by the B–B molecular van der Waals tail.
The resulting bound state energies are shown as horizontal
lines in the vdW (blue dotted), Efimovian (red dashed), and
transition (green dot-dashed) dominated regimes. In this figure, a → ∞, ā → ∞, and s0 = 1.98277.

observables on the details of three-body forces has
also motivated the introduction of a general description for few-atom systems that is solely based on
pairwise van der Waals forces and hence called van
der Waals universality [86].
The 3BP in heteronuclear atomic systems is also
expected to be universal with respect to van der
Waals forces, although the microscopic mechanism
giving rise to the regularization at short distances depends on the mass ratio [76]. For ‘Efimov favored’
systems consisting of two heavy and one light atom
with s0 > 1, the universality of the 3BP is intuitively
understood in the BO approximation. Here, it is
a universal property of the atomic van der Waals
interaction between the heavy atoms that allows
one to analytically determine the 3BP in the limit
mB /mX → ∞. A sketch of such a minimalistic regularization in the BO picture is shown in Fig. 6. In
contrast, for ‘Efimov-unfavored’ systems, containing
two light and one heavy atom, the BO picture becomes invalid. In these systems, the 3BP universality originates from a universal three-body repulsion
in the range of the van der Waals radius, which, reminiscent of the homonuclear case, shields the three
atoms from probing the complicated interactions
at a shorter range. Irrespective of the microscopic
origin, these interactions govern the energy of the
ground Efimov state and fix the absolute position of
Efimov trimer progression.
The simplification through the 3BP holds extremely well as long as the transition between the
Efimov and van der Waals physics dominated ranges
is rapid enough, such that the contributions of the
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For vanishing particle separations a pure ∝ − R−2
potential changes so fast that the ground state energy
of the trimer level spectrum diverges, reminiscent of
the Thomas effect [77], and well-known in quantum
physics as ‘fall to the center’ [66]. This singularity
originates from the assumption that the pairwise interactions can be described by the contact interaction as discussed in the second section. To regularize
the diverging potential and obtain a well defined energy of the ground state, a cut-off in either real or momentum space can be introduced [5]. This so-called
three-body parameter (3BP), in either of its various
forms fixes the energies of an Efimov progression
and is chosen such that it reproduces the experimen(0)
(0)
tal observables, for example, E0 , a − or a ∗ . In this
way, the usual complexity of a real three-body potential is extremely simplified, especially since threebody forces may enter the short-range potential in a
nontrivial manner [78,79].
The exact dependence of the three-body parameter on the details of the individual short-range
pairwise potentials has been a longstanding open
question, since in zero-range theory this information is lost. In spite of early theoretical assumptions
suggesting a 3BP that critically depends on the specific details of the short-range two- and three-body
interactions [78], for homonuclear atom systems it
was found to be approximately constant, if expressed
in units of rvdW [80–82]. This apparent contradiction was promptly explained by a universal effective
barrier that emerges in the three-body potential and
prevents the three particles from simultaneously approaching each other closer than ∼2rvdW [83,84].
Thus, the scattering wavefunction is expelled from
short interparticle distances, giving rise to approximately universal three-body states that are only possible for large enough separations. In fact, molecular van der Waals tails that are on the order of these
length scales are responsible for the formation of
such a barrier. Based on this idea for neutral atoms,
further universality classes for potentials with scaling other than r−6 have been proposed, with relevance not only for ultracold atoms, but also for
nuclear and solid-state physics [85]. The surprising indifference of low-energy three-body scattering
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UNIVERSAL SCALING LAWS OF
SCATTERING RESONANCES
One of the most straightforward and widely used
methods in extracting information about three-body
physics from an ultracold sample of atoms relies on
the measurements of elastic and inelastic few-body
collision rates. Since magnetic field can be mapped
onto the scattering length, the time evolution of
the number of trapped atoms for a given interaction strength delivers direct information about the
occurring few-body processes. For atoms in their
lowest internal energy state, inelastic two-body collisions are suppressed due to energy conservation,
and therefore, they do not contribute to atom loss
from the trap. The dominating loss mechanism is
three-body scattering, which also crucially depends
on the Efimov effect. Each three-body collision may
result in inelastic recombination, where two atoms
form a bound molecule, and the binding energy is
converted into kinetic energy that is redistributed
between the dimer and the third atom. Since the
trapping potential is typically much lower than the
released energy, each such event results in a loss
of the products from the trap, which can be easily observed by standard absorption imaging techniques [94]. Efimov resonances then emerge as enhanced inelastic three-body loss features in the recombination spectrum [26–28].

The inelastic three-body recombination in ultracold gases is typically described by the rate coefficient L3 that depends on the mass ratio of the
three particles, the relative magnitude of the pairwise scattering lengths, and quantum statistics. Simple analytical expressions can be derived for it
in the zero-range and zero-temperature theory. In
a homonuclear system of three identical bosons,
L 3h (a) takes on the form of the well-known scaling
law (a < 0) [5,27,34,95,96]
L 3h (a) ∝

sinh (2η)
a4
sin2 [s 0 ln (a/a − )] + sinh2 η

(7)

that follows a general a4 scaling and is modulated
by a dimensionless log-periodic function, which contains the Efimov physics. Here, the position of an
Efimov resonance a− serves as the 3BP, and the inelasticity parameter η characterizes the probability
of the trimer to decay into a deeply bound atomdimer scattering channel. The behavior of the modulating function depends on the sign of a, and for
a < 0 results in pronounced, log-periodic maxima
(n)
at a − , which are the Efimov resonances. The resonances are log-periodically separated with a period that corresponds to the scaling factor λ. Their
origin can be understood intuitively in the hyperspherical picture [33], in which they arise because of
three-body shape resonances behind a potential barrier [97]. Due to the complexity of accounting for all
of the contributing molecular degrees of freedom at
short particle separations, η is generally determined
from experimental data [37]. In general, η may differ
for positive and negative scattering length; however,
they are assumed equal in the most simple analysis.
In more complex situations or for very broad Feshbach resonances, a different or even magnetic field
dependent η may be considered [98].
In stark contrast to the homonuclear case, where
only a single scattering length is relevant, in heteronuclear systems two and, in general, three scattering lengths can be varied simultaneously. The
scattering observables contain much richer signatures of Efimov physics, and can even give rise to
novel phenomena, for example, simultaneous interference minima and resonant enhancement in
atom-molecule collisions, without counterpart in
the homonuclear Efimov scenario [75]. Nevertheless, microscopic processes giving rise to recombination resonances or interference minima are similar
and do not significantly differ from the homonuclear
ones.
Therefore, let us highlight this feature for the BBX
system, where both scattering lengths a and ā are
large and negative. The full account of all the possible scaling laws for different relative magnitudes of a
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short-range potential to the Efimovian one are negligible. This is mostly the case for homonuclear systems, where the ground state Efimov resonances are
typically found at atom separations that are well in
the universal regime [81], and the scaling factors are
large. In these systems, the first Efimov resonance
(the ground state) is found at a scattering length
(0)
a − ∼ −9r vdW such that the wavefunction of the
trimer predominantly probes the universal parts of
the underlying hyperradial potentials.
In contrast, for heteronuclear systems
the first Efimov resonance was observed at
(0)
a − ∼ −3r vdW [43–45], hence, in combination
with reduced scaling factors, the influence of the
remaining van der Waals interaction can be expected to be significantly larger and modifications
to the Efimov trimer spectra more pronounced (see
Fig. 6). As the energy of an Efimov state approaches
the energy scale of van der Waals interaction, it is
natural to expect modifications to the pure R−2
potential, which can result in a scaling factor that depends on the Efimov period. The exact mechanism
of this transition between the short- and long-range
dominated parts is a current research topic that is
being actively investigated [87–93].
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and ā is covered by [47,75,99]. In this case, the scaling law takes the form [75]
L 3 (a, ā) ∝
⎧
sinh (2η)
⎪
⎪
a4
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
sin [s 0 ln (ā/ā − ) + s 0∗ ln (a/ā)] + sinh2 η
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
if |a|  |ā| ,
⎪
sinh (2η)
⎪
⎪
a 2 ā 2
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
sin [s 0 ln (a/a − )] + sinh2 η
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
if |a|

|ā| ,
(8)

created by two destructively interfering scattering pathways of three-atom and the universal
atom-dimer channels, somewhat reminiscent of
Stückelberg interferometry [103,104].

Unitarity limit
The observation of Efimovian features relies on the
capability of tuning the collision properties by several orders of magnitude. While broad Feshbach
resonances, in principle, can be used to realize infinitely attractive or repulsive interactions, the collisional cross sections are always limited by the thermal de Broglie wavelength. The three-body recombination rate at finite temperature is unitarity limited
by [101]
L lim
3 =

4π 2 5
,
μ3 (kB T)2

(9)


where μ3 = m 1 m 2 m 3 /(m 1 + m 2 + m 3 ) is the
three-body reduced mass for the three particles with
masses m1 , m2 , and m3 , and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The loss rate from the trap cannot be faster
than L lim
3 , which limits the maximum achievable recombination rate and, consequently, the number
of consecutive features that can be observed for a
given temperature. This is also the reason why the
recent experiments, in which the second sequential
Efimov resonance [48] or three consecutive resonances [43,44] have been observed, have employed
extremely low-temperatures or heteronuclear systems with drastically reduced scaling factors, respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE IN
ULTRACOLD QUANTUM GASES
Three-body recombination resonances
In a typical ultracold gas experiment, a small sample of atoms is cooled down by standard laser cooling techniques [94,105], and confined in an optical
dipole trap [106]. Owing to the low-temperatures
and optical pumping techniques, complete control
over both internal and external degrees of freedom
can be achieved. In this way, the ultracold ensemble of atoms and molecules can be prepared in welldefined magnetic spin states of corresponding hyperfine levels that represent a single scattering channel. The most straightforward approach to probe the
Efimov scenario is atom-loss spectroscopy, identical to the one used for detecting Feshbach resonances [23]. The scattering length is tuned by scanning the magnetic field across a Feshbach resonance.
Efimov resonances in atom-loss spectra emerge
as additional modulations at the side of a large
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where ā − and a− are 3BPs, and s0 and s 0∗ characterize the scaling factors for two and three resonant
interactions, respectively. The prefactor that determines the absolute magnitude of L3 depends on the
mass ratio in a non-trivial way [47]. Similarly, to
the homonuclear case, if only one of the scattering
lengths is varied the recombination spectrum contains a log-periodic modulation and necessarily undergoes a transition between a 2 ā 2 and a4 scaling,
governed by the relative values of a and ā. Additionally, in realistic systems, where interactions are controlled via Feshbach resonances, typically both scattering lengths are tuned simultaneously in an nonindependent, disproportionate way. This results in
a series of recombination maxima that are only approximately log-periodically separated. Thus, even in
the zero-range theory for realistic heteronuclear systems deviations from an ideal log-periodic scaling
behavior in the form of Efimov-period-dependent
scaling factors are expected. Such modifications to
the universal Efimov scenario, where a and ā are
continuously tuned between arbitrary, finite values can be numerically treated with, for example,
the S-matrix formalism [46,100,101], optical potentials [102], or full hyperspherical calculations [76].
The situation is notably more complicated for
positive scattering lengths, in the regions a > 0
and/or ā > 0, since either intra- or interspecies
universal dimer states can significantly contribute
to the scattering dynamics. The system can be
prepared in either the three-body or atom-dimer
scattering channel, for each of which the experimental observables cardinally differ. Based on
similar arguments as previously, the three-body
recombination rates can be derived [5,34,75,78].
Also, here, a general scaling law is modulated by
a strictly or approximately log-periodic function
that can contain only minima, only maxima, or
minima and maxima, depending on the relative
magnitudes of individual scattering lengths. In
contrast to recombination resonances, minima are
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Figure 7. 6 Li-133 Cs-133 Cs three-body recombination event rate constant L3 at a temperature of 450 nK (red diamonds) and at 120 nK (blue squares, circles, triangles), and fits
to the zero-range theory. The pole of the Feshbach resonance and its uncertainty are
indicated by the dotted line and the gray area, respectively. Three Efimov resonances
are observed, which are located at ∼843.0, 843.8, and 848.9 G. The inset shows how
the Efimov ground state resonance deviates from the zero-range theory. Reprinted from
[46]. Copyright 2016 by the American Physical Society.

loss-feature that is associated with the Feshbach resonance.
While such spectra represent already strong hints
for the existence of few-body resonances, and their
positions can be approximately detected, it does
not yield the exact composition of the number of
particles undergoing a recombination or relaxation
event. For this purpose, the time evolution of the
atom number of each species in the mixture can be
recorded, which is fitted with coupled rate equations that describe the composition of particles involved in the recombination. This yields loss-rate coefficients, which can be directly compared with theoretical predictions from Equations (7) and (8), or
other appropriate cases [5,47,75,99].
Initial experiments on heteronuclear systems investigated 41 K-87 Rb mixtures via atom-loss measurements, where Rb-Rb-K and K-K-Rb three-body resonances were reported [40,41]. However, the positions of the resonances disagreed with estimates of
the three-body parameter [76] and predictions for
the available sample temperatures [107] [see also
Equation (9)]. Subsequent recombination-rate experiments in the 40 K-87 Rb system [38,39] were not
able to confirm the initial observation. The results on
Efimov physics, in this mixture, are still inconclusive
with more groups working in this direction [108].
A series of three consecutive Efimov resonances
was observed for the first time in the ultracold mixture of fermionic 6 Li and bosonic 133 Cs atoms [43–

Atom-dimer resonances
Atom-dimer resonances are observed in ultracold
atom-molecule collisions that undergo vibrational
relaxation into deeply bound states and are expelled
from the trap due to energy conservation. Analogous
to three-body resonances, the magnetic field is tuned
in order to vary the scattering length, and the analysis of recorded trap loss rates yields the relaxation
rate constant for the particular interaction strength.
Since this mechanism involves a bound dimer, it is
realized if a > 0 or ā > 0.
Up to date heteronuclear atom-dimer resonances
have been investigated with the 40 K87 Rb [38,39]
and 41 K-87 Rb [40,41] mixtures. Atom-dimer relaxation rate spectra are shown in Fig. 8 for fermionic
40 87
K Rb Feshbach molecules and three different collision partners, namely, ferminoic 40 K atoms in two
different spin states, and bosonic 87 Rb atoms [38].
A single, pronounced resonance is observed around
a∗ = 230 a0 for molecule collisions with Rb (cf.
Fig. 3), while the scattering in other channels is
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Magnetic field (G)

46]. These measurements investigated atom-loss as
well as three-body recombination rate spectra. The
latter is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the magnetic field and the interspecies scattering length. For
the data taken at a lower temperature a third feature
emerges, clearly demonstrating the second excited
Efimov resonance and the importance of extending the window of universality by lowering the temperature. The comparison of experimentally determined event rate with the zero-range theory [101]
recaptures the temperature dependence and the positions of the two excited three-body resonances,
while the ground state deviates. This hints at nonuniversal effects due to van der Waals forces, since
(0)
LiCs
, and the departure from the wina − ∼ −3r vdW
dow of universality at the short-range length scales.
Already in homonuclear systems small deviations
from universal zero-range theory have been observed for a ground-state Efimov triatomic reso(0)
nance [109], where a − ∼ −9r vdW [81,83]. Large
deviations have been reported for atom-dimer Efimov resonances, see for example, [31,61,110,111].
Another approach has been employed to reveal
the position of an Efimov resonance in the 7 Li-87 Rb
system [42]. An atom undergoing a three-body recombination process and leaving the confinement
removes less energy from the ensemble than its average [96,112,113]. The excess energy is redistributed
and leads to heating of the sample. Since the recombination rate depends on the interspecies scattering
length, the resulting increase in ensemble temperature can also be used to indirectly map out the positions of few-body resonances.
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suppressed by either Fermi statistics or the absence of a Feshbach resonance. There is good agreement with the zero-range theory for non-interacting
bosons [47], which is used to extract the resonance
position.
An alternative approach in probing the positions
of atom-dimer crossing is to measure atom-loss features at the three-body threshold [40,41]. While
such experiments are simpler because they do not
require the preparation of molecule–atom mixtures,
the connection between the observed signatures
and a∗ is problematic. Corresponding three-body
recombination measurements [38,39] have not revealed equivalent features, thus, the interpretation
of the initial atom-loss signal [40,41] is questionable. Further, experiments will be beneficial to settle
the observed deviations from zero-range predictions
and different behavior for various K isotopes [108].

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The heteronuclear Efimov scenario is becoming a
new paradigm for studying universal physics, starting from few-body phenomena, and their relation
to the individual constituents via non-universal corrections toward many-body systems and quasiparticle dynamics. Two significant differences in comparison to homonuclear systems can be identified:
the first is the mass-imbalance, which yields different scaling factors and in special cases can simplify
the theoretical treatment of the three-body problem. And the second is the additional, independent
interaction parameter, which produces novel threebody phenomena with no counterexamples for the
homonuclear case. While the mass-imbalance can

be explored by choosing an appropriate combination of particles, independent tuning of interactions
is more challenging. Potentially, two different kinds
of scattering resonances could be used—magnetic
ones, as done in most ultracold-atom experiments,
and optically-[114–116] or rf-field- [117–120] induced ones. This would allow one to explore the entire spectrum of rich phenomena associated with the
heteronuclear Efimov effect in a much more controlled way.
Close collaboration between theory and experiment has vastly extended our understanding of
few-body physics and the heteronuclear Efimov effect. Various theoretical approaches that include the
hyperspherical adiabatic framework [76], effective
field theory [47,99], S-matrix formalism [100,101],
or optical potentials [102] are rapidly gaining capabilities to quantitatively describe the three-body
problem not only in idealized cases, but also for realistic experimental parameters, such as finite temperatures and overlapping Feshbach resonances.
There are still a lot of open questions that concern the specific details of a particular Feshbach resonance, three-body forces and other microscopic
interactions.
At the same time, a plethora of intriguing directions for further studies, reaching well beyond the
classical heteronuclear Efimov scenario in three dimensions, are actively pursued experimentally and
theoretically. A series of proposals make use of interactions stemming not from s-wave collisions but
from higher partial waves [121–123]. Moreover, it
has been suggested to tune the external degrees
of freedom by confining the movement of three
particles to two or one dimensions (see [124] for
a recent overview). While for the homonuclear
case in two dimensions two universal Efimov states
are predicted, two more are expected in heteronuclear systems [125]. A combination of both, pwave interaction and two-dimensional confinement,
is summarized in the so-called super Efimov effect,
showing a double exponential scaling in the trimer
energy spectrum [126–128]. Further theoretical
effort strives for the understanding of the Efimov effect with underlying pairwise dipole-dipole interactions [129,130]. Ultimately, by adding one like particle at a time four-, five- and higher order systems can
be realized [131–135] and insights into few-body
correlations and their link to emergent many-body
phenomena can be investigated [136,137]. All these
and many more excellent proposals provide one with
an exceptionally rich playground for exploring fewbody physics that are not only limited to three particles and isotropic interactions. We are confident that
this is only the beginning of a journey in the realm of
ultracold few-body physics, and the further years will
bring a lot of insight and excitement.
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Figure 8. Atom-dimer relaxation rate coefficient β for collisions of 40 K87 Rb molecules with 40 K atoms in two different spin states (triangles and squares), and 87 Rb atoms at
a temperature of 300 nK (solid diamonds) and 150 nK (open
diamonds). An atom-dimer resonance is visible in the KRbRb scattering spectrum at a ≈ 230a0 . Reprinted from [38].
Copyright 2013 by the American Physical Society.
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